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Criminal Revision No. 13(S-3)/2019

IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE,
BISEWANATH CHARIALI, ASSAM.

CRIMINAL REVISION No.13(S-3) of 2019.

Present:-   Sri S. K. Ghosh, AJS
     Additional Sessions Judge (FTC), 
     Biswanth Charilai, Biswanath.

Sri Simanta Saikia
…..…Revisionist/Petitioner.

-Vs-

Smti. Bibha Dutta
…..Respondent/Opposite Party.

APPEARANCE.

Mr. P. Hazarika       ..........Learned Advocate for Revision Petitioner.

Mr. P.P. Borah         ..........Learned Advocate for the Respondent.

Argument heard on : 05.05.2021.

Judgment delivered on : 18.05.2021.

J U D G M E N T.

1. This revision petition is  filed u/s.  397/399 of  Cr.P.C

against the order dated 10.05.2019 passed by learned SDJM(M),

Gohpur in connection with M.R Case No. 10/2018,  u/s.125 Cr.P.C.

By the said order the learned court below directed the revision

petitioner  to  pay  monthly  maintenance  of  Rs.5000/-  to  the

respondent per month from the date of passing order.

2. After filing this revision,  notice has been issued to

the respondent/Opp. Party and record has been called for from the

learned  Court  below.  On  receipt  of  notice  respondent  entered

appearance through her engaged counsel and contested the case.
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3.          I have heard learned advocate for the petitioner and

respondent, gone through the revision petition, case record of M.R

Case No.10/2018 and the evidence of both the sides led in the

aforesaid M.R Case.

4.      The brief story of the Respondent/Petitioner’s case is

that she got married with the Opp. Party on 22.04.2010 at Kalyani

Mandir,  Barangabari,  Dipora  according  to  Hindu  Rites  and

Customs and since thereafter they started their conjugal life at

the house of the Opp. Party at Ghimorujan. After few days the

Opp.  Party  started  to  torture  her  both  physically  and  mentally

demanding dowry. The Opp. Party is a Sub Inspector under SSB

and presently he is posted at Salonibari, Tezpur and over phone

from the place of  his posting,  the Opp. Party used to mentally

torture her. However, for the sake of her family life, she endured

all the cruelty inflicted upon her. As a result of their co-habitation

she  conceived  several  times but  every time accused forcefully

aborted  the  pregnancy  by  inflicting  inhuman  torture  upon  her.

Presently she is staying at a rented house at Strangpar, Ward No.

1 due to the constant torture  inflicted upon her by Opp. Party

demanding  land  and  other  items.  She  was  informed  by  police

personnel of Gohpur P.S that Simanta Saikia has married another

woman.  The  second  Party  thereafter  on  26-05-2017  in  an

intoxicated  state  came  to  the  rented  premises  of  the

respondent/petitioner  and  beat  her  up  and  threatened  not  to

return to his house. The respondent/petitioner is working as an

ASHA worker under NHM scheme at Gohpur and she is unable to

maintain herself  as an ASHA worker.  An additional  expenses of

staying  in  a  rented  house  is  also  borne  by  her.  The

respondent/petitioner  does not have anyone from the maternal

side who could support her financially as her parents have died

long back. The Opp. Party entered into second marriage and did

not pay any maintenance to her nor has came forward to know

about how she is living. The Opp. Party is a Central Government

employee, with monthly income over Rs.62,000/-. As the Second

Party  has  neglected  his  duties  towards  his  wife.  Hence,  the
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petitioner has prayed for monthly allowance of Rs.20,000/- from

the Opp. Party.

5. The  revision  petitioner  being  Opp.  Party  contested

the case by filing his written objection and thereby challenged the

maintainability of the case on various legal counts. He has denied

all the allegations made in the petition. He has contended that the

petitioner is not his wife and they never co-habitated as husband

and  wife.  He  has  also  contended  that  the  petitioner  was

previously married to one Sri Ghanashaym Gogoi about 17 years

back of Kokila Gaon and they have a teen aged daughter.  The

petitioner has concealed the said facts and has filed a false case

against the Opp. Party. The Opp. Party has never inflicted any kind

of mental or physical torture upon petitioner demanding cash or

kind. The Opp. Party joined SSB in 1998 and he has been posted

at different locations within India and only on few occasions for

few  days  he  used  to  visit  his  home.  After  his  transfer  to

Salionibari,  in  2017  he  has  married  Smti.  Mira  Dutta  from

Kokrajhar.  The  petitioner  out  of  greed has  filed  the  false  case

against  Opp.  Party  and hence,  she is  not  entitled to any relief

claimed from Opp. Party.  Therefore, prayed to dismiss the case of

the petitioner.

6. Parties  went  with  the  trial  of  the  case  on  the

following points for determination formulated by the learned Court

below based on the pleadings of the respective parties.

i. Whether the 1st Party/ Petitioner is the wife of the 2nd

party/Opp. Party ?

ii. Whether the 1st Party/ Petitioner unable to maintain

herself ?

iii. Whether the 1st Party/ Petitioner has refused to live

with the 2nd Party/Opp. Party without just ground ?
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iv. Whether the 2nd Party/  Opp.  Party having sufficient

means  has  refused  or  neglected  to  provide

maintenance to the 1st Party/Petitioner ?

v. Whether the 1st Party/Petitioner is entitled to monthly

maintenance  allowance  from  the  2nd Party/Opp.

Party,  if  so,  what  will  be  the  proper  per  month

allowance ?

           

7.       During  trial  both  the  petitioner  as  well  as  Opp.

party  examined  three  witnesses  each  in  support  of  their

respective contentions.  

8.        Upon conclusion of evidence of both the sides and

hearing arguments advanced by the learned counsel for both

sides, the learned SDJM(M), Gohpur was pleased to allow the

case  on  contest  and  thereby  directed  the  revision

petitioner/Opp. Party to pay monthly maintenance at the rate of

Rs.5000/- per month to the respondent/petitioner from the date

of passing order i.e from 10.05.2019.

9.             Being aggrieved by and dissatisfied with the Final

Order  so  passed  by  the  learned  SDJM(M),  Gohpur,  the  Opp.

Party  as  Revision  Petitioner  preferred  this  revision  on  the

following amongst other grounds:

i. For  the Opposite  Party  is  not  entitled to get  any sort  of

maintenance  from  this  petitioner  as  the  opposite

party/respondent failed to prove the execution of marriage

with the petitioner and even failed to testify the fact that

she had been in live-in relationship with the petitioner at

any point of time as husband and wife.

ii. For  that  prior  to  filing  of  the   instant  petition,  the

respondent  had  also  filed  an  FIR  against  the  present

petitioner which had been registered as Gohpur P.S Case
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No.  107/2017 (G.R.  No.  127/2017).  The concerned police

after completion of investigation filed Charge Sheet against

the petitioner. Thereafter, trial under section 498 and 494

of Indian Penal Code ensued against the present petitioner

before the learned Court below. The learned Court  below

after completion of trial passed judgment on 06-10-2018 by

which  the  learned  court  below  acquitted  the  present

petitioner from all the charges levelled against him. In the

said case, the learned court below was of the opinion that

the Opp. Party/victim cum informant failed to prove that the

petitioner was her husband. When the Opp. Party failed to

establish the fact of marriage solemnized in between the

petitioner and Opp. Party and there is nothing on record to

show that the petitioner cohabitated with the Opp. Party as

husband and wife under the same roof then there could not

have been any question of granting maintenance in favor of

the Opp. Party.

iii. For that the judgment and order passed in the case in hand

by the learned court below are contrary to the judgment

passed by the Court below in G.R No. 127/2017 on 06-10-

2018. There cannot be two contrary views arising out of

same cause for which the judgment and order of the court

below is not sustainable. Moreover, the respondent has not

challenged the correctness of the findings in the judgment

and order of the court below passed in G.R. No. 127/2017

which means the said judgment and order and the findings

contained therein have attained finality.

iv. For  that  the  Opp.  Party  adduced  as  many  as  three

witnesses  in  order  to  corroborate  her  case.  The  PW-2,

namely,  Sri  Sishu Saikia,  in  his  cross examination stated

that he has no knowledge as to what has been written in

his  evidence  and  further  disclosed  that  he  has  no

knowledge as to how to read and write. He claimed to have

always put his thumb impression as and when required. If
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the Court goes through the evidence on affidavit filed by

said Sishu Saikia,  then this  Court  will  find that the said

Sishu  Saikia  put  his  signature  in  his  evidence  which  he

denied  of him during cross. It is crystal clear that the Opp.

Party in order to get an order in her favour had taken the

path of falsity. There was clear application of fraud and that

was reflected in the case record itself.  The learned court

below ought to have draw proceedings under section 193 of

the  Indian  Penal  Code  against  the  opposite  party  for

fabricating  false  evidence.  The  learned  Court  below was

silent on those aspects and did not at all consider the said

important aspects in the judgment. Commission of fraud on

court and suppression on material facts are the core issues

involved in these matters. Fraud as is well known vitiates

every solemn act. Fraud and Justice never dwells together.

v. For  that  it  is  established fact  that  the Opp.  Party  is  not

legally  married  wife  of  the  petitioner  and  it  is  also

established fact that the petitioner never at any point of

time cohabitated with the respondent. The fact is that the

respondent  kept  her  belongings  at  the  house  of  the

petitioner due to extension of four lanes, and that too, with

the consent of the deceased mother of the petitioner. The

petitioner never consented to the Opp. Party either to stay

or to keep her articles at his house and hence there is no

question of  granting  maintenance to  the Opp.  Party  and

hence the judgment and order of the Court  below is not

sustainable.

vi. For that in any case, even if the grant of maintenance is

considered for argument sake to be justified, the amount of

maintenance granted per month to the tune of Rs.5000/-

(Rupees  Five  Thousand)  is  without  any  legal  base.  The

amount of monthly maintenance deserves interference.
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10. It is therefore prayed for admitting the petition, call

for the case record of M.R Case No.10/18 from the learned  Court

below,  stay  operation of  the order  dated 10.05.2019 and after

hearing both the sides to set aside the impugned order and/or

pass any other order as deem fit and proper.

                

11. Heard the learned counsel for both sides. Learned

counsel  for  the  revision  petitioner  advanced  his  argument

basically on the grounds set forth in the revision petition. He

has also submitted that the allegations made by the respondent

are totally false and baseless. He has also drawn notice of the

Court  in  respect  of  an  application submitted by  the  revision

petitioner today before this Court informing his new liabilities

on the event of voluntary retirement from his service and on

the birth of his newly twin babies. He has further argued that

the respondent is ASHA worker and thereby she earns some

amount  but  the  learned  Court  below did  not  consider  these

aspects  of  the  matter  and  ordered  for  paying  maintenance

@Rs.5,000/-per month which is not befitting with the facts and

circumstances of the case and thus prayed for interfering with

the order passed by learned Court below.

 

12. Per  contra,  learned  counsel  for  the  Opp.  Party

advancing argument submitted that strict proof of marriage is

not necessary in a proceeding u/s.125 Cr.P.C and considering

the evidence available on record and   present hike index of the

prices  of   essential  commodities  in  the  market,  the  learned

Court below rightly decided the case and ordered for payment

of  maintenance  of  Rs.5,000/-  per  month  in  favour  of  the

respondent/petitioner being a just amount and as such prayed

for dismissal of the revision .

13. Now, to ascertain the correctness and propriety of

the Final Order dated 10.05.2019 passed by the learned Court

below, evidence on record deserves to scrutinized.
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14. Smt. Biva Dutta Saikia is examined as PW-1 and

she has reiterated the story of her petition in  her evidence.

During cross examination she has stated that  in the month of

July,2017, Srimanta Saikia driven her out from his house. She

admitted that she has not submitted any document of income

and landed properties of the Opp.Party. She has also admitted

that she has an account in Bandhan Bank however, she has

denied that Ext.A is her Bandhan Account although it contains

her photograph. She has denied all the suggestions thrown to

her  from the  end of  the  Opp.  Party.  One Sri  Sishu  Saikia  is

examined as PW-2 and Sri Liladhar Bhuyan is examined as PW-3

respectively  and  they  have  also  reiterated  the  story  of  the

petition in their  evidence but during cross examination PW-2

has stated that he does not know what is written in his chief in-

affidavit, so his evidence does not bear any evidentiary value at

all. But PW-3 during cross examination stated that his residence

is about 4 km away from the house of Simanta Saikia and he

has access to the house of  Simanta Saikia.  He knows Bibha

since last 10/12 years and met her in the house of Simanta.

Bibha used vermilion on her head as wife of Simanta and he

knows  Bibha  as  wife  of  Simanta.  He  also  denied  all  the

suggestions thrown to him.

15. Simanta Saikia is examined as DW-1 and he has

reiterated his contention of written objection in his evidence.

He has also tendered Bandhan passbook in the  name of Bibha

Dutta as Ext.A.  During cross examination he has stated that

passbook is retained in the possession of the account holder.

One Juri saikia has given the said passbook to him. It is written

in Ext.A that it belongs to Bibha Gogoi wife of Sishu Saikia but

he has not examined  Juri Saikia and Sishu Saikia as witnesses

in the said case. He has also not brought the Manger of the

Bandhan unit as a witness. He cannot say whether Bibha Dutta

Saikia and Bibha Gogoi are same person or not but photo is

same. Defence personnel of his rank are entitled to EL of 2
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months and CL for 15 days. He has denied all the suggestions

thrown to him.

16. To Court- Bibha filed the case for property. He has

his service and his father has 14-16 bighas of land which are

given in ‘Adhi’. He is the only child of his father.

17. Prabibn Hazarika is examined as DW-2 and he also

reitereated the story of the written objection of the Opp. Party.

During  cross  examination  he  has  stated  that  Simanta  Saikia

brought  him  today  in  the  Court.  His  residence  is  about  ½

furlong away from the house of  the Opp. Party. He does not

know the date of marriage between Simanta Saikia with Mira

Dutta. He cannot say for what incident Bibha Dutta came out of

the house of Simanta Saikia. Bibha Dutta stayed for 7/8/9 years

in the house of Simanta Saikia. He has not seen any passbook

in the name of Bibha Dutta. He knew Ghanashyam Gogoi who

expired about 10/12 years ago.

18. Swaraj  Bordoli  is  examined  as  DW-3,  he  also

reiterated the story of the written objection of the Opp. Party in

his  evidence.  During  cross  examination  he  has  stated  that

Ghanashyam Gogoi expired about 10 years ago. Sishu Saikia is

his native villager but he does not know whether Biba Dutta

Saikia  is  wife  of  said  Sishu  Saikia  or  not.  He  denied  that

Simanta Saikia did not marry Bibha Dutta.

19. From the above ratio of evidence it appears that

DW-3 has denied that Simanta Saikia did not marry Bibha Dutta

and thereby revision petitioner/Opp. Party got it Simanta Saikia

married Bibha Dutta in the one hand and on the other hand

DW-2 stated that  Bibha Dutta lived in  the house of  Simanta

Saikia for 7 to 9 years but he does not know as to why she

came out of the house of Simanta Saikia whereas neither in the

written objection of the Opp. Party nor in the evidence of DWs

(affidavit) there is whisper about living of Bibha Dutta in the
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house  of  revision  petitioner  in  any  capacity.  So,  the  cross

examination of DW-2 that Bibha Dutta stayed 7 to 9 years in

the house of revision petitioner lends support to the evidence of

P.Ws in as much as  PW-3 has fully supported the story of the

PW-1 and stated that the petitioner used vermilion in her head

as wife of Simanta Saikia and he found Bibha in the house of

Simanta as wife of Simanta and his evidence remained totally

unrebutted  and  he  being  an  independent  witness  inspires

confidence to rely upon his evidence.

20. In  the  case  of  Dwarika-Vs-  Bidyut  reported  in

(1999)7SCC 675 the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that :

21. “Standard  of  proof  of  marriage  in  proceedings

under Section 125 is not as strict as is required under section

494,IPC. Where the parties lived together as husband and wife,

marriage between them can be presumed.”

22. Herein this case also evidence of the petitioner is

fully corroborated by PW-3 being an independent witness and

DW-3 also  confirmed that  Simanta Saikia  married Bibha and

DW-2 proved stay of Bibha in the house of revision petitioner

for 7 to 9 years. Further, PW-3 being an independent witness

very  specifically  and  categorically  stated  that  Bibha  used

vermilion in her head as wife of Simanta and he saw Bibha in

the house of Simanta being wife of Simanta. So, the standard of

marriage  as  required  in  a  proceeding  u/s.125  Cr.P.C  is  well

established  and the  learned court  below rightly  decided  the

said issue.

23. It is undisputed fact that the revision petitioner is

living with Mira Dutta as husband and wife whereas Bibha is

living separately. It is also available on record that there was

other  litigation  u/s.498(A)/494  IPC  against  the  revision

petitioner/Opp. Party.
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24. Furthermore, there is nothing available on record

that  the  Opp.Party  has  taken  care  of  the  petitioner  and/or

provided her any maintenance. 

25. In  view  of  the  above  discussion  in  the  light  of

evidence available on the record, it appears that the final order

dated 10.05.2019 passed by learned SDJM(M), Gohpur in Misc.

Case No. 10/18 does not suffer from any irregularity rather it is

in  conformity  with  the  provisions  of  relevant  law  and  the

learned court below rightly exercised it’s jurisdiction.

Quantum of maintenance

26. Herein  this  case  it  is  not  disputed  that  the

petitioner is now living in rented house.

27. So far having means of the petitioner to maintain

herself  is  concerned,  it  is  also  an  undisputed  fact  that  the

petitioner is an ASHA worker.

28. The  learned  counsel  for  the  revision

petitioner/Opp.Party  relied  upon  the  decision  of  Rajnesh-Vs-

Neha  reported  in  AIR  2021  SC  569  wherein  the  Hon’ble

Supreme Court referring the case of Manish Jain -Vs- Akanksha

Jain held that:

29. “the  financial  position  of  the  parents  of  the

applicant-wife,  would  not  be  material  while  determining  the

quantum of maintenance. An order of interim maintenance is

conditional on the circumstance that the wife or husband who

makes a claim has no independent income, sufficient for her or

his support. It is no answer to a claim of maintenance that the

wife is educated and could support herself. The court must take

into consideration the status of the parties and the capacity of

the  spouse  to  pay  for  her  or  his  support.  Maintenance  is

dependent upon factual situations; the Court should mould the
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claim for maintenance based on various factors brought before

it.

30. On the other hand,  the financial  capacity of  the

husband, his actual income, reasonable expenses for his own

maintenance,  and  dependent  family  members  whom  he  is

obliged to maintain under the law, liabilities if any, would be

required  to  be  taken  into  consideration,  to  arrive  at  the

appropriate  quantum of  maintenance  to  be  paid.  The  Court

must have due regard to the standard of living of the husband

as well as the spiraling inflation rates and high costs of living.

The plea of the husband that he does not possess any source of

income ipso facto does not absolve him of his moral duty to

maintain  his  wife  if  he  is  able  bodied  and  has  educational

qualifications.”

31. The  maintenance  amount  awarded  must  be

reasonable and realistic, and avoid either of the two extremes

i.e  maintenance  awarded  to  the  wife  should  neither  be  so

extravagant which becomes oppressive and unbearable for the

respondent, nor should it be so meagre that it drives the wife to

penury. The sufficiency of the quantum has to be adjudged so

that  the  wife  is  able  to  maintain  herself  with  reasonable

comfort.”

32. Admittedly herein this case the petitioner works as

ASHA worker and as such she earns some amount out of the

said work in the one hand and on the other hand the Opp. Party

has taken voluntary retirement and has twin recent babies and

another wife to whom he has to maintain along with his own

maintenance. 

33. It is also admitted by the Opp. Party that at best

he may get retirement benefit of Rs.18,000/- per month.
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34. Considering the matter in entirety and keeping in

mind the hike price index of the essential commodities in the

market,  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  an  amount  of

Rs.4000/- p.m would be a fair and just amount of maintenance

for  the  respondent/petitioner  under  the  given  facts  and

circumstances  of  the case in  hand.  Accordingly  it  is  ordered

that  the  revision  petitioner/  Opp.  Party  shall  pay  monthly

maintenance  at  the  rate  of  Rs.4000/-  to  the

respondent/petitioner  per month w.e.f  the date of  passing of

the order by learned SDJM(M), Gohpur i.e 10.05.2019.

35. With the above modification, this revision petition

stands disposed of on contest without cost.

36. Let LCR be send back to the learned court below

along with a copy of this judgment forthwith.

37. Interim order, if any stands vacated.

38. Parties are directed to appear before the learned

court below on 21.06.2021.

39. Judgment is  pronounced and delivered preparing

on separate sheets and the same is tagged with case record.

40. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this

18th day of May, 2021 at Biswanath Chariali.

                                         Sri S.K. Ghosh, AJS,
        Additional Sessions Judge (FTC),

                                         Biswanath Chariali.


